north   pole
Up there In the Arctic the Russians can build refuelling
and landing bases unassailable by anyone.
There is oil on the spot, and since the navigation along
the coast has been made possible for the summer season
any quantity of reserves can be brought there safely.
What ANT 25 achieved as an experiment other 'planes
built from the same blue prints can do as well. The
Menshinsky plant is there for it.
And then: there is no need—in case Russia is actually
attacked by Japan—for her airmen to fly non-stop from
Moscow to the Far East. They can rise from Tiski Bay
on the mouth of the Lena, swoop down to Tokyo and
return without a single landing (unless they are shot
down).
Chkalov and his two companions were received in
Moscow when they returned like Lindbergh in New York
after his trans-Atlantic flight. The Government, including
Stalin as head of the Party, were at the aerodrome. They
drove through eight continuous miles of cheering crowds to
the Kremlin. Flowers showered down from the windows,
streets were beflagged, Russia went as wild over them as
America over Lindy.
Three weeks later Levanevsky and Levchenko, another
'Hero of the Soviet Union*, with his navigator bought an
American Vultee plane in California. On August 6th they
started from Los Angeles harbour on a 10,000 miles trip to
Moscow. Up to the American west coast they went,
crossed the Pacific at Bering Straits, its Gibraltar, then
followed the northern shores of Asia and got home down
through Siberia and over the Urals. They made many
stops. Theirs was a different task than Chkalov's. They
were checking the organization of a safe route from the
United States to Russia. But perhaps there was also more
than that to their flight.
Suppose Russia is attacked by Germany and Japan
simultaneously? - Leningrad and Vladivostok harbours are
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